BD-R 25GB 6X DataLifePlus White Inkjet Printable, Hub Printable - 50pk
Spindle (97339)
Reorder Number

97339

Pack Size

50 pk Spindle

Capacity/Speed

25GB/6X

Brand

Verbatim

Surface

Inkjet Printable, Hub Printable

Create a custom label for your next high-definition production with Verbatim’s Inkjet Printable
BD-R media. These discs use blue-violet laser technology to store up to 25GB of HD data, a
1080p resolution and multiple audio formats – perfect for HD video and surround sound. The
super white printable surface offers full-surface edge-to-edge printing and superior fast-drying
ink absorption for clear text and high-resolution photo-quality images. All Verbatim Blu-ray
discs are treated with a super hard coat to prevent scratches, resist fingerprints and reduce dust. Compatible with the latest Bluray hardware and inkjet disc printers, Verbatim printable BD-R media offers high-capacity storage you can customize.
High-Definition – Blu-ray discs are designed especially to store large HD video and audio files. So, you’ll use fewer
discs when you’re backing-up, recording or duplicating high definition digital recordings - including your music
library.
Hard Coat - All Verbatim Blu-ray discs are treated with a super hard coat to prevent scratches, resist fingerprints
and reduce dust build-up.
Laser Technology – Verbatim Blu-ray discs use blue-violet laser technology to read and write data. That means,
superb resolution, excellent contrast, vivid colors and amazing sound.
Capacity - The Verbatim single-layer printable Blu-ray disc offers up to 25GB of storage space to back-up your
video, music, photos and more.
Printable – The Verbatim printable Blu-ray disc has a super white printable surface that offers full-surface edge-toedge printing and superior fast-drying ink absorption for clear text and high-resolution photo-quality printing.
Recordable – This single-layer Blu-ray disc is designed for one-time recording and should be used with BD-R
hardware.
Compatibility – Verbatim Blu-ray discs are compatible with the latest Blu-ray hardware from leaders in the market
like Sony, Pioneer, Panasonic and LG.
Warranty – All Verbatim Blu-ray discs are backed with a Limited Lifetime Warranty and a 40-year history of quality
and reliability.
Packaging Information
L x D x H (In)

5.44 x 5.44 x 3.63
(13.82 x 13.82 x 9.22 in cm)

Weight (lbs)

1.89 lbs (0.86 kg)

UPC#

023942973393

Unit Quantity

50 pk Spindle

Pallet Quantity

384 (50 pk Spindle)

Msrp

300.00 USD

Master Case Information
L x D x H (In)

11.75 x 11.75 x 4.25
(29.85 x 29.85 x 10.8 in cm)

Weight (lbs)

8.96 lbs (4.07 kg)

UPC#

50023942973398

Quantity

4 (50 pk Spindle)

Shipping Information
Available Ship Date

In Stock

Country of Origin

TW

Tariff Code

8523.41.0000

Warranty

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Minimum Order Qty

4 (50 pk Spindle)
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1MB = 1 million bytes; 1GB = 1 billion bytes; 1TB = 1 trillion bytes. Actual capacity may be less; device uses some memory for formatting and the like.
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